
Copernicus’ De rev. was published in 1542/3 and

quickly faded.  Few copies were printed.  There wasn’t

even an English edition until 1952.

However the 1540s were a good decade for the history

of science in general.

1540- Biringuccio's Pirotechnia

1542- Vesalius’ De Humani Corporis Fabrica

1542- Fuchs's De historia stirpium comentarii insignes

1543- 1st  fairly complete Latin ed. of Archimedes

1545- Cardano's "Ars Magna" 1st Latin Algebra



1540- Biringuccio's Pirotechnia - This is a book on metalurgy

and all sorts of other fire related technological things, including

some alchemy.  Good illustrations.





1542- Fuchs's De historia stirpium comentarii insignes - a book with

accurate illustrations and medicinal descriptions.  The owner of this book

could possibly identify a plant on his/her own.



1542- Vesalius’ De Humani Corporis Fabrica- A vastly more complete

and better illustrated text on anatomy and physiology.



The

Diggesian

Cosmos
(1576)

http://math.dartmouth.edu/~matc/Readers/re

naissance.astro/1.1.Revol.html

A few took up the

Copernican idea and

expanded on it.



From Bruno’s

Cena Cenari

Bruno was later

burned at the

stake in the

Campo dei fiori

in Rome (1600)



And then Kepler heard about Copernicus’ theory from his teacher

and friend Maestlin.

Kepler wrote Mysterium cosmographicum, which was published in

1596. This work was not only based on the Copernican model, it

was a vast Platonic/Pythagorean expansion of it.



The full title is…

Prodromus Dissertationum Cosmographicarum conteinens

Mysterium Cosmographicum de admirabili Proportione

Orbium Coelestium deque Causis Coelorum numeri,

magnitudinis, motuumque periodicorum genuinis et propriis,

demonstratum per quinque regularia corpora Geometrica

…which roughly translates to

An Announcement (or wind that precedes the rising of the

Dog-Star) of a Cosmographic Discussion containing the

Divine Cosmic Mystery of the wonderfully Proportioned

Celestial Sphere due to numbers, magnitudes and particular

movements and periods of the heavens shown by  using the

five regular geometrical solids.







Mysterium Cosmographicum (1596)

Some Selected Chapter

Titles…

Ch IX- The distribution of the

solids among the planets; the

attribution of their properties; the

derivation from the solids of the

mutual kinship of the planets.

Ch XII- The division of the zodiac,

and the aspects.

Ch XVI- …on the material of the

solids and spheres.



A Cosmic Wet-Bar?

The Macrocosm in

Micromodel.

Kepler had intended to construct a

model of the solar system which

would also function as a multi-tap

bar or some sort of drinking goblet.

It’s not clear what it would have

looked like, but I imagine his

illustration from Mysterium c.

being a prototype.

Sun-- aqua vitae (strong liquor?)

Mercury-- brandy

Venus-- mead

Moon-- water

Mars-- strong vermouth

Jupiter-- new white wine

Saturn-- old wine or beer



This geometric idea was not as weird as it

seems in the context of the times.



Thomas and

Leonard

Digges’s

Pantometria

from 1571.

This is the same Digges who

promoted the infinite cosmos

Copernican system.



Spheres Circumscribing

Solids…

This book, published 25

years before Mysterium

cosmographicum, has all

the measurements you

need to inscribe spheres

into the Platonic solilds.



Diagram to aid in the circumscribing of

spheres in and on the regular polyhedra.  It

looks complicated.

The following several images are meant to show that strange geometric

investigations were not all that unusual in the 16th and 17th centuries.



Lorenz

Stöer’s

Geometria et

Perspectiva,

from 1567

(Augsburg)





Jamnitzer’s
Perspectiva
Corporum

Regularium
from 1568

(Nuremburg)





This isn’t early Morandi (a 20th-century Italian futurist

painter).  It’s Jamnitzer again.



But this is Morandi… 400 years later.



Milanese collector and

instrument-maker Manfredo

Settala (1600-1680), and his

museum.



Several examples

of carved and

turned ivory

from Dresden.

Even the

Emperor Rudolf

II, Kepler’s

employer, was

said to have

practiced this art.







This one is from

the collections

of Rudolf II.

Detail of Nested solid

in Ivory by Georg

Wecker from 1581.



The similarity is striking.



Saturn sphere

Cube- earth

Jupiter sphere

Tetrahedron- fire

Mars sphere

Dodecahedron- aether

Earth sphere

Icosahedron- water

Venus sphere

Octohedron- air

Mercury’s sphere actually

inscribed in the cube

formed by the edges of the

octohedron.



The cube, the

tetrahedron and the

dodecahedron, the

solids above the earth,

all sit flat on a face,

while the octahedron

and the icosahedron

are on their points.

Kepler felt that this

was the proper way.  If

it were the other way

around he felt the “the

eye [would shy] from

the ugliness of such a

sight.”

Aesthetic argument.









Kepler (1571-1630)

His Major Publications:

1596: Mysterium Cosmographicum

1606: De Stella Nova

1609: Astronomia nova

1611: Dioptrice (Optics)

(and Somnium (his science fiction story)

1619: Harmonices mundi



Somnium

earth

moon



Earth and its

moon from far

away.



Kepler’s writings are full of self deprecating commentary.

He tells about his errors and his successes.

"Hasty dogs bear blind young”

Kepler wrote this in Astronomia nova, when reflecting on

his early dismissal of the ellipse, preferring to use an egg-

shaped oval, which seemed more like the shape needed to

fit the data.  The elliptical shape turned out to be the right

idea.  He wasted many months trying to make the egg

shape work.


